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Figure 1: Illustration of bullet comments for 360°video: the user is sitting in a swivel chair and experiencing a 360°video via HMD
and controller. Left: the user can see the bullet comments within the field-of-view, displayed on a virtual spherical surface formed by
the 360°video. Right: the user inserts a comment to the 360°video via controller using our Locate-and-Select method.

ABSTRACT

Time-anchored on-screen comments, as known as bullet comments,
are a popular feature for online video streaming. Bullet comments
reflect audiences’ feelings and opinions at specific video timings,
which have been shown to be beneficial to video content understand-
ing and social connection level. In this paper, we for the first time
investigate the problem of bullet comment display and insertion for
360° video via head-mounted display and controller. We design four
bullet comment display methods and evaluate their effects on 360°
video experiences. We further propose two controller-based methods
for bullet comment insertion. Combining the display and insertion
methods, the user can experience 360° videos with bullet comments,
and interactively post new ones by selecting among existing com-
ments. User study results revealed how the factors of display and
insertion methods affect 360° video experience. With the experiment
findings, we also discuss useful design insights for 360° video bullet
comments.

1 INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of the internet and social media, online
video streaming experiences have been immensely enriched by fa-
cilitating computer-mediated interaction between audiences of the
same video. Compared to watching videos passively, audiences have
been increasingly demonstrating their desire for interaction with
peers in a social environment when watching online videos [39].
Bullet comments, also known as Danmaku in Japanese and Dan Mu
in Mandarin, are a technology that enables audiences to post live
time-anchored comments that float over the playing video to share
their emotions and thoughts with other audiences. They have been
an appealing feature in social media platforms such as YouTube
(with DMOOJI plugin), Niconico, and Bilibili, which can improve
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audiences’ comprehension of video content and strengthen the social
connections between individuals [21].

Due to the availability and advancement of commodity omnidirec-
tional cameras and 360° video processing and streaming technology,
viewing online panoramic video via head-mounted displays (HMDs)
has been attracting more public interests than a couple years ago.
Compared to the traditional narrow field-of-view (FoV) videos, 360°
videos provide the audience a unique experience that is more immer-
sive and diversified [2,16]. A 360° video is recorded in all directions,
usually stored in equirectangular format, and can be projected onto
a sphere to offer a complete 360° view. Users are allowed to sense
the action and explore visual content from all viewing directions.
Although some in-headset collaborative viewing and interaction
methods [31,42,43] have been proposed to enhance the sociability of
360° video, they cannot generalize to support online streaming appli-
cations due to the fragility of their visualization and communication
methods when dealing with large real-time data. Another problem of
these methods is that they require all users to attend simultaneously
for online communication, while time-anchored comments have
an advantage of asynchronous communications, so that the users
can watch videos and get the feeling of social connections at their
convenient times.

To add more interactivity and sociability to the online 360° video
viewing experiences, we propose to introduce the bullet comment
technique to 360° video streaming, and investigate how bullet com-
menting should look like for 360° videos. Specifically, we look into
the in-headset display and insertion methods of bullet comments for
360° videos. Intuitively, a live comment should be displayed right
after posted by floating over the viewport that is spatially consis-
tent with the commenting position. Moreover, considering that the
audiences of 360° videos can freely navigate their viewports and
perform controller-based interactions, we believe that the display of
the comments needs to be time-space-anchored, and the interaction
method enabling bullet comment insertion has to be accurate and
convenient when performing by VR headset and controller.

We thus raise two main research questions (RQs) associated to
bullet comment display and interaction techniques for 360° videos:
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RQ1: What is the most popular approach to display bullet com-
ments on 360° videos for audiences?

RQ2: Which bullet comment insertion method will audiences
find more natural and easier to use?

To answer these questions, we designed bullet comment display
and insertion methods for immersive 360° video. We conducted
two user studies to discuss the answers in depth and offer possi-
ble insights. To the best of our knowledge, this work makes the
first attempt to explore bullet comments for immersive 360° video
experienced with VR headset and controller.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Panoramic Image and Video Processing
The prevalence of low-cost 360° cameras and display devices has
been making watching 360° videos in the immersive virtual environ-
ment more popular among the general public. Other than traditional
narrow FoV videos, panoramic videos can provide a more immer-
sive experience by allowing audiences to continuously explore the
video content from any perspective [29]. These videos can be fur-
ther processed for better visual effects. For example, they might be
tilted when the camera is not upright, which should be corrected by
upright adjustment methods for better visual comfort [14, 15]. Jung
et al. [14] presented an automatic method for upright adjustment
which minimizes the cost function formulated by horizontal and
vertical lines in the scene. A deep learning-based method was also
proposed to estimate the camera orientation and return its upright
version [15]. The quality of panoramic videos sometimes suffers
from shakiness when the camera is moving and needs to be improved
by stabilization [18,19,44,49]. Kopf’s method [18] estimated key
frame rotations by 3D analysis and maximized the visual smoothness
by 2D optimization, which can remove small jitters and parallax
from the video. Panoramic videos can also be used in mixed reality
interaction. Rhee et al. [33] proposed the MR360 system that can
synthesize the light source from a low dynamic range 360° video to
illuminate the virtual objects in real time. Tarko et al. [45] proposed
a new approach to reconstruct camera motion, which allows users to
insert virtual objects in a dynamic panoramic video. Wang et al. [47]
proposed a ray casting based bidirectional shadow rendering method
to generate shadows of virtual objects in real time. Panoramic videos
can also provide audiences with immersive live streaming experi-
ences, but they are extremely bandwidth intensive to achieve accept-
able visual quality. Since most of the pixels in a panoramic video
would be out of the users’ views, viewport-adaptive streaming meth-
ods [10,11,22,50] were proposed to lower the bandwidth cost for
online streaming. For example, Hosseini et al. [11] proposed a divide
and conquer approach by using viewport adaption techniques, which
can significantly reduce the bandwidth to deliver high-quality videos.
The attempts of adding motion parallax to panoramic videos can be
beneficial to enhance immersion [1, 13, 26, 37]. Other approaches
of saliency detection for panoramic videos can help audiences fo-
cus on the most interesting content and improve the efficiency of
exploration [5, 27, 30, 56].

2.2 360°Video Exploration
Although 360° video offers audiences the freedom to select the target
view based on their interests [57], sometimes it can be tiring and
annoying when the scene is complex. Automatic view navigation
can relieve audiences from constantly looking for interesting regions,
which are mainly focused on how to generate a normal FoV camera
path to follow the most valuable region [12, 16, 40, 48]. Kang and
Cho [16] proposed a navigation system which utilizes saliency and
optical flow to iteratively calculate the best NFoV camera movement,
making the camera smoothly follow the most interesting object.
Collaborative viewing experiences have also been investigated by
virtually teleporting the remote user to the place of the local user
[20, 34, 53]. Rhee et al. [34] proposed an asymmetric platform by

placing a 360° camera for the local user to capture the surroundings
and send them to the remote VR user’s HMD, enabling the remote
user to interact in the same real space. For collaborative panoramic
video editing, Nguyen et al. [31] proposed the CollaVR system to
support multiple users reviewing and communicating in their VR
headsets. Chang and Cohen [3] proposed a novel interface to enable
users to magnify certain regions of high-resolution panoramas to
explore more details, and alleviate the motion sickness to improve
the user experience at the same time. Some approaches use visual
guidance to draw users’ attention to certain areas of panoramic
images or videos [36, 46]. Lin et al. [25] proposed the Outside-In
interface which indicates the off-screen region-of-interests (ROIs) as
floating thumbnail windows, making the spatial relationship between
the current view window and the ROIs more understandable to
realize a more efficient navigation guidance. Wallgrün et al. [46]
compared three visual guiding mechanisms (arrow, butterfly guide,
and radar) and concluded that the arrow mechanism was the most
favored approach. Yamaguchi et al. [51] presented a novel technique
utilizing a hand-held thumbnail to offer the full 360° reference to
the VR user, which can help relieve the fear of missing out.

2.3 Bullet Comments
Bullet comments are a kind of time-anchored live comments which
are popular in online video streaming applications, especially in
eastern Asia [7, 8, 52]. When the function is enabled, the posted
comments will float across the playing video in real-time and are
visible to all the audiences [7]. If there are a lot of comments for
a certain time of the video, comments will cover the entire screen,
making bullet comments into ‘bullet screens’ [8]. Compared to tra-
ditional online videos watching experiences, bullet comments can
make videos more understandable [6] and potentially enhance social
interactions [21], which can bring great opportunities and benefits
to the promotion of their services [7]. Besides, bullet comments
can also reflect the sentiment and attitude of audience towards the
video [6], which can be utilized for emotion analysis [6, 23, 35]. Cui
et al. [6] proposed a novel scheme based on emoticons and tone
texts, improving the analysis of bullet comment sentiment. For on-
line learning, Lee et al. [21] proposed a time-anchored commenting
interface which allows students to exchange comments on the same
video clip, where comments will appear at corresponding timings
during playback. It revealed that time-anchored commenting can en-
hance the learning engagement and the dynamically display method
can enhance social interactivity. Liao et al. [24] constructed virtual
classmates by synthesizing previous learners’ time-anchored com-
ments, which can help learners have the sense of being accompanied
and achieve better learning outcomes. Some work makes use of bul-
let comments to summarize videos or films to provide fast primary
impressions to audiences [4, 41, 54]. Xu et al. [4] combined video
frames with time-synchronized comments to encode various user
preferences in a unified multi-modal space for key frame recommen-
dation to help video preview or retrieval. Sun et al. [41] proposed a
novel approach for highlight detection and summarization in movies
using bullet comments and relevant visual information. In video sites
that support 360° video playing, such as Bilibili, the spherical video
frames are projected to a rectilinear display window. All the bullet
comments are just displayed on the video player’s window as what
is done for 2D videos, regardless of what the user is viewing. No
previous work has investigated the appropriate approaches to display
and insert bullet comments on 360° videos.

3 BULLET COMMENT DISPLAY AND INSERTION

Following the research questions in Section 1, our study focuses on
two major aspects: how to show bullet comments to audiences and
how the audiences insert their live comments conveniently. Just like
normal 2D videos, bullet comments for spherically projected 360°
videos should be easy to read and input. Here, we discuss the design
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(a) Planar-Horizontal (b) Spherical-Static (c) Spherical-Horizontal (d) Spherical-Vertical

Figure 2: Illustration of bullet comment display methods. The arrows and ghost effects are added for illustration to indicate the moving directions of
comments on the screen.

criteria and present our proposals for bullet comment display and
insertion.

3.1 Design Criteria

Exploring 360° videos is a significantly different experience com-
pared with normal 2D videos: 360° video has omnidirectional FoVs,
where a user can actively view the content of a selected partial FoV
in an HMD by rotating the head and perform interactions using
controllers. When extending bullet comment display and insertion
methods from 2D videos to 360° video, the following design criteria
(DC) need to be considered:

DC1: Time-space-anchored. In addition to aligning with the
commenting time, a live comment should be visualized spatially
consistent with the corresponding visual content. Otherwise, users
can be distracted and confused by the comments irrelevant to what
they are watching from their current viewport.

DC2: Simple, accurate and fast. To maintain a smooth viewing
experience, the operations for comment posting should be as easy as
possible so that the user can perform fast and accurate interaction
with no need to pause the video.

3.2 Bullet Comment Display

DC1 implies that the posted comments should be shown around
what the audience is watching when posting the comment, and keep
them for a short period right after the commenting time. In this way,
the user will be only exposed to the comments describing the content
related to the current FoV. Based on this criterion, we present four
time-space-anchored methods and will evaluate each of them later:

Planar-Horizontal (PH): Bullet comments are displayed on a
virtual planar canvas attached to the whole FoV of the user. Once the
user’s FoV covers the position of a time-space-anchored comment,
the comment enters the user’s FoV from the right boundary and
slides evenly and horizontally to the left boundary within a 20-
second period, catering to common reading habits. It simulates the
movement of bullet comments used by current video streaming
websites.

Spherical-Static (SS): Each time-space-anchored comment ap-
pears at its insertion position on the spherical surface formed by
360° video, starting from the insertion timestamp. Similar to PH, the
comment disappears after a 20-second period. Fade-in and fade-out
effects are used on the texts for smooth transitions.

Spherical-Horizontal (SH): Each comment appears at its in-
sertion time and position on the sphere. Moreover, the comment
horizontally and counter-clockwise flies along the latitude from the
insertion position for 20 seconds, with a 6°/s angular velocity.

Spherical-Vertical (SV): Each comment appears at its insertion
time and position on the sphere, and flies upward along the longi-
tude from the insertion position with a 6°/s angular velocity for 20
seconds or till reaching the pole region.

Figure 2 illustrates the display methods. In all the implementa-
tions of the above display methods, following the appearances of
conventional bullet comments, we empirically set the font color
as white and the typeface as Arial, respectively. The font size was
adjusted to be visually moderate (80 pt height) and consistent across

methods. We determined the comment density via a 5-subject pi-
lot study, where moderate density (120 comments per minute) was
more preferred than sparse (30 comments per minute) and dense
(600 comments per minute).

3.3 Bullet Comment Insertion
Posting a comment on a 360° video typically needs two steps, com-
ment creation and insertion. Comment creation involves character
input in virtual environment, which is an important and general re-
search topic. There are various character/text input methods that can
be employed, such as virtual keyboard or speech-to-text. Since how
to input characters in VR is out of the scope of our research, we
simplify the comment input step by providing candidate comment
texts to users and just let them to insert comments using controller.
More specifically, for each 360° video, we provide a candidate list
with 8 pre-set comments related to the scene (see supplementary
materials). We investigate how to select and insert a comment from
the given comment list by using a single hand-held controller and
propose two methods that reflect DC2 (see Figure 3):

Select-and-Drag (SD): the user activates the interface where
the candidate comments are circularly distributed by clicking the
trackpad, then selects a comment by touching the corresponding
trackpad region. After selection, the user drags the comment to the
target position on the video by holding the trackpad, and inserts the
comment by releasing the trackpad.

Locate-and-Select (LS): the user first points at the target insertion
position on the viewport using raycasting, then clicks the trackpad to
activate the comment insertion interface. After that, the user selects
a comment by clicking the corresponding trackpad region. Then the
selected comment is immediately inserted at the target position.

To distinguish the candidate comments and existing bullet com-
ments in the video, the candidate comments are illustrated in yellow
color over a gray rectangle. When selecting comments, the currently
selected one is highlighted in a bigger font size. Operations such as
pausing the video by pressing the controller’s trigger, or revoking the
last comment by pressing the controller’s menu button are supported
to provide better flexibility to users.

4 STUDY 1: BULLET COMMENT DISPLAY

In this study, we collect 360° videos with bullet comments from the
internet, and investigate users’ behavior and subjective perception
over different bullet comment display methods.

4.1 Participants, Apparatus, and Materials
We recruited 20 participants (9 female, 11 male), aging from 19 to
27 (Mean = 23.20, SD = 1.85). 2 of them had no VR experience
before, and 12 had experienced VR applications for less than five
times. All the participants had normal or corrected normal vision
and had watched 2D normal videos with bullet comments before,
but half of them had no 360° video experiences.

The experiment was conducted in a lab with a 4m × 4m physical
tracking space. An HTC Vive Pro Eye HMD was used to provide
a 2880 × 1600 combined resolution (110° FoV) at a refresh rate
of 90 Hz, as well as the audio. The 360° video playing system
was implemented in Unity and ran on a PC with an Intel Core i7
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(b) Drag

(a) Select

(c) Locate

(d) Select

Figure 3: Illustration of comment insertion methods. Left: Select-and-
Drag. (a) and (b) are the screen captures when a user is selecting
and dragging a comment. Right: Locate-and-Select. (c) and (d) are
the screen captures when a user is locating a target position and
selecting a comment.

processor, 32GB RAM and a GeForce RTX 2080Ti GPU. To offer a
comfortable viewing experience, participants sat in a swivel chair,
free to rotate the head and body to fully explore 360° videos.

We collected five 360° videos (see Figure 4) with corresponding
time-anchored comments in the local language from one of the most
popular online video sites Bilibili, and cropped the videos to 1.5 to 2
minutes. The virtual camera for each video remains stationary, which
ensures the content stable and comfortable for watching. Similar to
previous work [28,38], we manually labeled the region of interest
(ROI) using rectangles to represent the most interesting events (e.g.,
cats jumping or whale swimming). Moreover, since only timestamp
information was available for each downloaded comment, we further
manually adjust its spatial position to ensure the alignment between
the visual content and the comment. We clarify that original local-
language bullet comments were used in our studies. The English
bullet comments illustrated in this manuscript and shown in the sup-
plementary video were post-processed by Google Translate service
to show the comments in English for a better illustration. For more
details about the dataset, please refer to our supplementary materials.

4.2 Hypotheses and Conditions
As aforementioned, bullet comment display methods PH, SS, SH,
and SV are evaluated. We make the following main hypotheses:

H1: Spherical display methods SS, SH, and SV are preferred to
the planar display method PH.

H2: SH is the most favorite method among spherical display
methods.

4.3 Design and Procedure
We design a within-subject user study to test the above hypothesis.
We let subjects watch 360° videos equipped with bullet comments,

Sheep Sports Game: A racing
game where a flock of sheep
are racing in a maze with many
traps blocking them.

Cats Surrounding: A video
clip of a pet store where four
lovely kittens playing with
each other.

Dunk Show: A show of
fancy dunks by professional
basketball players on the
Venice Beach basketball court.

The Blu: A video clip captured
in deep water. Audiences can
feel like standing on the deck
of a sunken ship and closely
contacting the largest species
on Earth.
Inside the Krusty Krab: A
fragment of the life in Bikini
Bottom with the whole Krusty
Crew inside the Krusty Krab.

Figure 4: 360°videos used in the user studies.

record their behaviors and collect subjective questionnaires.
When each participant arrived at the lab, we first gave an infor-

mation sheet about the goal and process of the experiment. The
participant read it and signed a consent form. Then the participant
was asked to fill in a short demographic survey. We taught the par-
ticipant how to wear the HMD and calibrate the HMD eye tracking
module. To help the participant better understand the functions of
different bullet comment methods, each display method was experi-
enced on the same Sheep Sports Game video in a training session.
After completing all the four training trials for the different methods,
the participant took four formal trials, where each trial used one
of the bullet comment display methods on a selected 360° video.
The order of bullet comment methods across participants was coun-
terbalanced using a Latin Square approach and the order of videos
(excluding the training video) was also randomized. A 2-minutes
short break was allowed between trials. The participant was asked
to fill in questionnaires before and after each formal trial. Finally, a
short interview was conducted to gather free-form subjective feed-
back. Each participant spent 22 minutes on average and was finally
awarded a gift.

Regarding measures, we recorded the user behavior from the eye
tracking module and collected subjective feedback through ques-
tionnaires and face-to-face interviews. Specifically, we recorded
participants’ visual fixation (VF) inside ROIs and on comments,
measured as the percentage of frames that gazing at ROIs and bullet
comments. Moreover, we recorded gaze movement as the average
angular changes of gazes during the experiment. A pre-SSQ question-
naire [17] was collected before each formal trial and the post-SSQ,
engagement [32] and social interaction questionnaires [55, 58] were
collected after the trial. Finally, an additional 7-Likert scale ques-
tionnaire was collected to rate the user preference for each bullet
comment display method, and open comments were collected from
the interview.

4
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Figure 5: Means and standard errors of measures in Study 1. Significant differences are indicated with ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

4.4 Results

In total, we collected data from 80 valid trials (20 participants ×
4 trials). Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests revealed normally distributed
data for most measures except for simulator sickness and user pref-
erence. Therefore, repeated measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) tests
at the 5% significance level and Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc tests
were adopted. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were performed if
the sphericity assumption was violated. Figure 5 shows the means
and standard errors of measures of display methods. For the non-
normally distributed simulator sickness and user preference data,
we used non-parametric Friedman tests to analyze the main effect.
When the effect was significant, we conducted Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests with Bonferrorni correction for post-hoc analysis.

Visual fixation inside ROIs. We found that display method had
a significant effect (F(3,57) = 6.356, p = .001,η2 = .251) on this
measure. SH had the largest value and was significantly larger than
PH (+.130, p = .039) and SS (+.126, p = .017).

Visual fixation on comments. A significant effect of dis-
play method on this measure was found (F(3,57) = 3.656, p =
.018,η2 = .161). Although SH held the largest value, it only had a
large difference with PH (+.087, p = .005).

Gaze movement. Display method had a significant effect
(F(3,57) = 6.834, p = .001,η2 = .265) on gaze movement. PH
and SS got very low gaze movement values, and were significantly
lower than SH (−.359, p = .013 for PH, and −.356, p = .028 for SS
respectively).

Engagement. Display method was observed a significant effect on
user engagement score (F(3,57) = 5.868, p < .001,η2 = .236). SH
and SV had the top two scores, and the results revealed that SH was
significantly larger than PH (+.846, p = .014) and SS (+.371, p =
.030).

Social interaction. A significant effect of display method on
social interaction was indicated by the result (F(3,57)= 12.928, p<
.001,η2 = .405). SH got the largest score and it has significant
difference with PH (+1.490, p < .001), SV (+.670, p = .048) and
SS (+1.000, p = .004). In addition, SV was significantly larger than
PH (+.820, p = .043).

User preference. Display method was observed a significant ef-
fect on the user preference (χ2(3) = 16.541, p < .001). SH (Mean
= 5.90) and SV (Mean = 5.45) achieved the best and second best rat-
ings, and were significantly larger than PH (Mean = 3.65) (p < .001
for SH and p = .007 for SV). SS (Mean = 5.20) was larger than PH,
but the difference was not significant (p = .120).

Simulator sickness. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicated that
the SSQ data was not normally distributed. Thus, we used a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test at the 5% significance to analyze the
differences between the scores of pre-SSQ and post-SSQ. The re-
sults showed that there was no significant difference between them,
although pre-SSQ scores (Mean = 9.26) were always relatively lower
than the post-SSQ scores (Mean = 12.76).

4.5 Interview Findings

We gathered open comments for further analysis of the effects of
bullet comment display methods on 360° video experience. The
findings can be summarized in three major aspects:

Benefits and shortcomings of bullet comment display. Except
for one participant that thought bullet comments were useless, all the
others regarded bullet comments as a useful technique to help them
understand the 360° video content better: “Some floating comments
guided me to notice the important events outside my field of view,
such as the swimming whale. (P1)” “Bullet comments offered some
supplementary information and knowledge to help me understand the
video. (P14)” Moreover, bullet comments can also enhance social
connections: “Other guys’ comments were funny. (P17)” “I had
great empathy with the other audiences when watching 360° video,
feeling like I was not watching this video alone. (P6, P11)” Despite
the benefits, participants also complained about the shortcomings:

“Some comments were meaningless or rude, which made me not
feeling good. (P7)” “Sometimes I would pay more attention to the
comments rather than the video itself. (P20)” Some participants
made suggestions to improve the bullet comment display methods:

“Comments can be translucent, which will alleviate the occlusion.
(P20)” “Other colors can be used in bullet comments to make them
more interesting and salient especially when they overlap with a
white background. (P5)” “The foreground objects should not be
occluded by the comments. (P17)”

Differences between planar and spherical display methods.
Overall, spherical display methods, SS, SH, SV were all preferred
over the planar method PH due to the visual compatibility with 360°
videos and a higher degree of immersion. “SH was consistent with
the normal reading habit of text from left to right, and provided a
better immersive feeling than PH. (P18)” The major problem of PH
was about the discomfort from the broken immersion: “Comments
were not well embedded within the 360° video, which made me not
able to focus on both the comments and video content at the same
time. (P5)” “The floating text seemed too close to my eyes, which put
great pressure on me. (P12)” “The comments followed my viewport
all the time, which made me uncomfortable and dizzy when I move
or rotate my head. (P9)”

Comparison among spherical methods. SH was acknowledged
as the most favourite method. One possible reason could be that its
similar movement of 360° bullet comments with the traditional bullet
comment display method in 2D made participants feel more familiar.
Moreover, both SH and SV were better than SS because flying texts
facilitate the reading of those comments: “I like SH because it
looks natural and I can read the comments with no effort. (P18)”

“Comments in SS were closely related to the content around them,
but sometimes the comments can occlude an interesting region for
a long time. (P13, P19)” “When experiencing SS, I have to change
my viewing direction more frequently to look for new comments.
(P12)” Despite the overall positive feedback, some shortcomings
for SH and SV were reported: “I have to move my head to follow
the comments’ movements when I want to read the text. (P14)” Only
two participants liked SS better because the static display method
did not deliver them any dizziness.

4.6 Discussion
Participants preferred spherical display methods to the planar one,
given the evidence of significantly larger user preference values of
SH and SV than PH. The two subjective measures, engagement and
social interaction, further confirmed this conclusion. According to
the interviews, a possible reason is that spherically displayed bullet

5
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comments conform to the visual features of 360° videos, providing
users a higher level of immersion than the planar method. On the
contrary, some participants argued that migrating a 2D planar dis-
play method to virtual environments can make them dizzy, stressed
and distracted, but our SSQ results showed this is an individual phe-
nomenon (there was no significant difference between the pre-SSQ
scores and the post-SSQ scores for each display method). These
disadvantages further degrade the overall viewing experience (lower
engagement and social interaction scores), make users difficult to
find important targets (lower VF inside ROIs) and sort of unwilling
to watch bullet comments (lower VF on comments) as well as re-
duce the exploration desire (lower gaze movement). Therefore, we
conclude that hypothesis H1 can be accepted.

Regarding the three spherical display methods SS, SH and SV,
SH was the favorite one with the largest engagement and social
interaction scores, where most of the differences with alternatives
were significant, except for the engagement of SH over SV. The
records of user behavior also showed that when experiencing SH,
participants found it easier to locate at interesting targets (highest
VF inside ROIs, significantly higher than SS). Participants were
more willing to explore the content with SH (largest gaze movement,
significantly larger than SV) and read bullet comments (highest VF
on comments). One possible explanation could be that the movement
of SH is similar to the traditional bullet comment display method
and all the participants had seen bullet comments before, making SH
easier to be accepted by participants. Both SH and SV won higher
user preference and social interaction than SS because participants
can receive more information from sliding bullet comments without
the need of changing gaze direction. According to the participants’
descriptions, SS led to larger gaze movements because participants
preferred to search for bullet comments by changing visual fixations
(although we did not ask them to do so), which was consistent with
the lower VF inside ROIs value of SS. Therefore, the above findings
validate hypothesis H2.

According to the interview, almost all the participants confirmed
that bullet comments were helpful for understanding 360° video
content, strengthening social connections and improving enjoyment.

Design Insights. We distill design insights for comment display
on 360° videos from the experiment results as follows:

DI1: Displaying comments on a spherical surface can increase
the immersion. Based on the previous findings, embedding bullet
comments on the spherical surface of the 360° video can provide
users with a more immersive experience and strengthen the engage-
ment and social interaction. This approach can also reduce simulator
sickness to improve user comfort. The side effects of planar dis-
play including dizziness, pressure and distraction, should be avoided
when designing new comment display methods.

DI2: Sliding texts provide a better user experience. In our ex-
periment, sliding comments horizontally or vertically (SH/SV) won
more user preference than the static ones (SS/PH), although there
was no statistically significant difference among them. Interviews
also indicated that sliding comments were more vivid, providing
more information, and reducing the feeling of content obscuring,
which could further enhance engagement and social interaction.

Moreover, our pilot study indicated that the designer should also
consider the trade-off between comment density and video content
cleanness, since sparse comments may be less enjoyable while the
dense comments can confuse users.

Note that we do not set “no comments” as baseline based on the
assumption that bullet comments would provide better user experi-
ences for users as shown in the previous works [6,7,21]. In addition,
as the comments are collected from 2D video website, many of
them may not have strong spatial linkage with certain content, which
might count against SS. Due to the bias of bullet comments’ spatial
meaning, the comparison between SH/SV and SS might be unfair for
some videos.

5 STUDY 2: COMBINED DISPLAY AND INSERTION

The results from the first study revealed the benefits and shortcom-
ings of bullet comment display methods. To answer RQ2, we further
investigate different comment insertion methods using VR headsets
based on our findings in bullet comment display.

As aforementioned in Section 3, to reduce the complexity and
uncertainty during comment insertion, we focus on how to select a
live comment from a given candidate comment list and insert it at
a desired position using a single hand-held controller. We combine
the two proposed methods SD and LS with the winners of comment
display methods so that users can have a full experience by watching
existing bullet comments and inserting new comments. Specifically,
we pick up the best and the second best display methods SH and
SV, forming a 2 (display) × 2 (insertion) condition combination. We
derived two hypotheses in this section:

H3: LS is preferred by users. We hypothesize this because the
operation of LS is expected to be simpler and faster than SD.

H4: The performance of insertion methods would not be signifi-
cantly affected by display methods.

5.1 Participants, Apparatus, and Materials
We recruited 16 local university students as participants (8 female,
8 male) whose ages ranged from 19 to 27 (Mean = 23.50, SD =
2.12). Only one participant had no VR experience before, 10 had
fewer than five experiences had used VR applications for less than
five times and the rest had more than five. All the participants had
normal or corrected normal vision and had watched videos with
time-anchored bullet comments before, but 3 participants had not
experienced 360° videos. The experimental setup and testing videos
were the same as in Study 1. In addition, the participant used a
controller for comment insertion.

5.2 Design and Procedure
We conducted a within-subject user study by combining two display
methods SH and SV with two insertion methods SD and LS. We first
let the participant read the information sheet containing the goal and
process of the experiment. Then the participant was asked to sign
the informed consent form, confirm they had no health problem, and
fill a demographic survey.

In the experiment, the participant was trained on how to wear
the headset and use the controller, and the eye tracking module
was calibrated for each participant. Before the formal testing, we
ensured the participant had been familiar with each of the insertion
operations by taking two training trials on the same Sheep Sports
Game video. To help the participant focus on the interaction during
the training trials, existing comments for each video were hidden.
Afterwards, the participant took 2 × 2 formal testing trials. In each
trial, the participant was aware of the candidate comment list for the
current video, and was asked to insert at least three comments to
those positions where they felt appropriate in the 360° video. The
order of the two chosen display methods was randomized, and the
order of insertion methods was counterbalanced under each display
method. The four testing videos were also randomly ordered, with
each video being experienced only once. Both pre-test and post-test
questionnaires were collected for each trial. A short interview was
finally conducted to collect participants’ subjective opinions. The
whole experiment for a participant took around 26 minutes.

We recorded visual fixation and gaze movement as in Study 1. We
also record the numbers of video pauses, revoked insertions (undos),
and completed insertions per minute, as well as the duration of each
insertion in seconds, as objective measures. For subjective measures,
pre-SSQ test [17] was required before each trial [17], and post-SSQ,
UEQ-S and Raw TLX [9] questionnaires were collected after each
trial. After completing all the formal trials, the participant reported
the favorite insertion method under each display method, and shared
subjective feedback.
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Table 1: Means and standard deviations on objective measures in Study 2. Code ∗ indicates significant differences between the corresponding
measures, with p < 0.05.

Method VF inside ROIs VF on Comments Gaze Movement (rad/s) Duration (s) Insertions (cnt/m) Pauses (cnt/m) Undos (cnt/m)

SH-SD 0.607±0.144 0.254±0.081 1.175±0.561 1.657±0.221 5.567±2.481 0.294±0.851 0.227±0.645
SV-SD 0.611±0.097 0.242±0.060 1.101±0.573 1.618±0.554 6.435±2.951 0.160±0.359 0.175±0.577
SH-LS 0.566±0.190 0.232±0.046 1.127±0.374 1.138±0.300 6.566±3.326 0.862±1.931 0.350±0.960
SV-LS 0.609±0.142 0.240±0.046 1.082±0.307 1.405±0.611 6.163±2.821 0.199±0.466 0.292±0.590

Overall SD 0.609±0.023 0.248±0.014 1.138±0.136 1.638±0.067∗ 6.001±2.717 0.227±0.646 0.201±0.603
Overall LS 0.587±0.035 0.236±0.012 1.104±0.074 1.272±0.105∗ 6.365±3.041 0.530±1.422 0.321±0.784

Figure 6: Means and standard errors of Raw TLX questionnaire scores
on all measures in Study 2. Statistically significant differences are
indicated with ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

5.3 Results
We collected data from 64 trials (16 participants × 2 display meth-
ods × 2 insertion methods). Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests revealed
that the data was normally distributed for all subjective measures.
Therefore, repeated measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) tests at the
5% significance level and Bonferroni-adjusted post-hoc tests were
adopted to analyze these measures. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections
were performed if the sphericity assumption was violated. For the
objective data which was non-normally distributed, we used non-
parametric Friedman tests to analyze the effect. If a significant effect
was found, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with Bonferrorni correction
were conducted for post-hoc analysis. Table 1 illustrates the means
and standard deviations of objective measures.

Visual fixation inside ROIs. No significant interaction effect of
display × insertion was found (F(1,15) = .534, p = .476,η2 =
.034). Besides, insertion (F(1,15) = .535, p = .476,η2 = .034) and
display (F(1,15) = .465, p = .506,η2 = .030) did not have a main
effect on this measure.

Visual fixation on comments. There was no significant display ×
insertion interaction effect (F(1,15) = .497, p = .491,η2 = .032).
Neither insertion (F(1,15) = .718, p = .410,η2 = .046) nor display
(F(1,15) = .021, p = .886,η2 = .001) has a significant main effect
on this measure.

Gaze movement. Results exhibited that display × insertion in-
teraction effect was not significant (F(1,15) = .052, p = .823,η2 =
.003). No significant main effect from insertion (F(1,15) =
.167, p = .688,η2 = .011) or display (F(1,15) = 1.310, p =
.270,η2 = .080) was observed.

Operation duration. No significant display × insertion interac-
tion effect was found (F(1,15) = 3.595, p= .077,η2 = .193). There
was a significant main effect from insertion method (F(1,15) =
11.922, p = .004,η2 = .443) on the operation duration. LS’s dura-
tion was significantly shorter than SD (−.366, p = .004).

Frequency of insertions. No significant interaction between dis-
play and insertion was found (F(1,15) = 1.193, p = .292,η2 =
.074). No significant main effect was revealed from insertion
(F(1,15) = .193, p = .667,η2 = .013) or display (F(1,15) =
.008, p = .931,η2 = .001).

Frequencies of video pauses and revoked insertions. The data of
the two measures were not normally distributed. We thus conducted

Table 2: UEQ-S results show the pragmatic rating, hedonic rating,
and overall rating of methods in the combined display and insertion
study. “>avg.” represents “above average”.

Method Pragmatic Hedonic Overall

SH-SD 1.29 (>avg.) 1.48 (good) 1.39 (good)
SV-SD 1.38 (>avg.) 1.53 (good) 1.45 (good)
SH-LS 1.25 (>avg.) 0.86 (>avg.) 1.05 (>avg.)
SV-LS 1.39 (>avg.) 0.92 (>avg.) 1.16 (>avg.)

Friedman tests on combined display-insertion methods SH-SD, SV-
SD, SH-LS, and SV-LS. No significant main effect was revealed on
the frequency of video pauses (χ2(3) = 1.759, p = .624) or revoked
insertions (χ2(3) = .800, p = .849). Since very few participants
paused the video (12 out of 64 trials) or revoked insertion operations
(11 out of 64 trails) , the standard deviations on these two measures
were very large.

Workload. To analyze the data from Raw TLX questionnaires,
non-parametric Friedman tests were used under all sub-measures.
Significant effects were revealed for the four conditions on the phys-
ical (χ2(3) = 13.684, p = .003), temporal (χ2(3) = 11.400, p =
.010) and performance (χ2(3) = 15.935, p = .001) sub-measures.
Although SV-LS performed significantly better than SH-SD (p =
.008) and SV-SD (p = .001) under physical sub-measure, it was sig-
nificantly worse than SH-SD (p = .007) and SV-SD (p = .005) under
temporal sub-measure. In terms of the performance sub-measure,
both SH-SD and SV-SD were found significantly better than SH-LS
(p = .006 for SH-SD, p = .002 for SV-SD) and SV-LS (p = .007 for
SH-SD, p = .006 for SV-SD). Figure 6 shows the Raw TLX scores.

User experience. The subjective responses to UEQ-S question-
naires were collected for analysis. For the pragmatic quality, SH-SD,
SV-SD, SH-LS and SV-LS were all above average, which means they
had no differences in the functions of completing tasks. SH-SD and
SV-SD were found benefiting the hedonic measure, while the relative
metric on UEQ-S of SH-LS and SV-LS were just above average. It
indicated that SD was more interesting and enjoyable. Furthermore,
SH-SD and SV-SD had “good” overall experiences and were better
than SH-LS and SV-LS, indicating that SD provides a better user
experience in general. The results are listed in Table 2.

Simulator sickness. The SSQ data was not normally distributed
(evidence from a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). A Wilcoxon signed-
rank test at the 5% significance was used to analyze the scores
of pre-SSQ and post-SSQ. No significant differences were found.
Nevertheless, post-SSQ scores (overall score 3.915) were all higher
than pre-SSQ scores (overall score 2.805).

User Preference. 10 participants preferred SD under SH display,
and the other 6 preferred LS under SH. When the display method
was SV, 9 participants preferred SD and the other 7 preferred LS.

5.4 Interview Findings

We gathered comments from participants for further analysis, which
can be summarized with the following three aspects:

Comparison between the two insertion methods. The majority
of participants preferred SD to LS due to its high accuracy and
naturalness: “When using SD, I can accurately drop the comment on
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my target position even without pausing the video. (P3, P4)” “SD
is more intuitive and interactive, similar to using a mouse. (P6)”

“When using LS, if I do not pause the video, the inserting position
may mismatch with the dynamic video content after the comment
selection. (P1, P5)” Other participants preferred LS because it is
simple and time-saving: “LS is more convenient and simpler, and
I did not perceive any difference in accuracy between these two
methods. (P10)” “Compared to LS, SD took more time for comment
insertion, which can make me miss the exact timestamp. (P8)” “I
prefer to locate the target position first. (P16)”

Other related factors Only one participant proposed that differ-
ent display methods affected the performance of comment insertion
(SD outperformed LS under SH while LS was better than SD under
SV. Most participants agreed that the display method did not affect
their insertion preference. When asked about whether the experience
was relevant to the video content, 10 participants answered “yes”,
for example: “SD is more accurate especially when the video con-
tent changes frequently. I have to frequently pause the video when
using LS. (P3)” “LS is better if the video is relatively static. (P3, 4,
7)” Some other considerations were also reported by participants:

“I hope I can switch to no comments mode if I want to watch cer-
tain content carefully. (P11)” “I want to use the ray to choose the
comment rather than using the trackpad. (P8)” “It may be more
convenient to show the comment at a random position. (P15)” “My
comment can overlap with others’ comments, it would be better to
have an automatic spatial adjustment for the comments. (P10)”

5.5 Discussion

Although significantly shorter operation time was observed from
LS, the majority of participants still preferred SD in general (10
participants preferred SD under SH and 9 participants preferred
SD under SV). According to users’ open comments, the dragging
process from SD can make the comment insertion more intuitive
and accurate. Therefore H3 is rejected. Both statistic results and
user interviews confirmed there was no obvious interaction effect
between display methods and insertion methods, which means H4
can be accepted. However, participants reported that the performance
of insertion methods may vary on video content, where SD was more
suitable for videos with rapidly changing content while LS was better
for videos with relatively static content.

Regarding objective measures of visual fixation and gaze move-
ment, there was no significant difference between the insertion meth-
ods. Interestingly, there were no significant differences between
insertion methods under the measures of video pauses and revoked
insertions. We noticed that either video pausing or revoking in-
sertions were seldom used, because the participants enjoyed the
continuous flow of the video experience.

No significant SSQ score differences were found before and after
trials, indicating little simulator sickness can be caused by either
method. UEQ-S results indicated that the two insertion methods had
similar effects on user experience, while SD could make users more
enjoyable, hence increasing the overall performance. The reason
could be that participants found dragging operations more intuitive
and interesting. Raw TLX results revealed that LS can make partici-
pants spend less effort, which was in line with the objective duration
measure. However, we noticed that participants also felt more time
pressure and less satisfied with the performance of LS. One rea-
sonable explanation might be that sudden position change of the
selected comment when releasing the touchpad could make partici-
pants confused or disoriented. This discomfort might be relieved by
introducing a gentle transition animation for the position change.

Design Insights. We provide the following insights for designing
insertion methods for 360° video bullet comments:

DI3: Selecting content first and then dragging it to the target po-
sition can make the operation more intuitive and accurate. Based
on the previous findings, most participants preferred to select com-

ment content first. The dragging operation can make the process
more natural and accurate.

DI4: Locating first and then selecting the content can be more
efficient. In our experiment, this technique requires the least oper-
ating time and effort, which can be applied when the user wants to
post plenty of comments in a short time.

6 LIMITATIONS

Our work has several limitations. First, we only proposed several
representative display and insertion methods for bullet comment on
360° videos. Designs related to other attributes (e.g., color, size, and
transparency) are also worth studying. In addition, we assumed that
bullet comments bring users a better experience. A comparison to
the no-comment method could be conducted in the future. Bullet
comments have different spatial linkages with the video content,
whether they affect the users’ preferences in display methods can
be further studied. About the proposed selection-based insertion
methods, although they are convenient and intuitive, users only have
limited choices on the comments. In the future, feasible approaches
for diversified input including virtual keyboard and speech recogni-
tion can be fully investigated. Besides, videos were played only at
normal speeds in our studies. The effects of fast forward, backward
and timeline switching of videos on the performance haven’t been
investigated. Also, there might be a potential bias due to the limited
range of participants’ majors and ages. In addition, only monoc-
ular 360° videos captured by still cameras were used for testing,
future work could research richer types of panoramic videos, such
as stereoscopic or dynamic 360° videos. Finally, video semantic
understanding algorithms can be used to enhance bullet comment
display and interaction. For example, object recognition and instance
segmentation algorithms can be employed to avoid bullet comments
obscuring visually important content of the video.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explored the display and insertion of bullet com-
ments for 360° video. We designed four display methods (one pla-
nar method and three spherical methods) for VR headset and two
controller-based insertion methods (Select-and-Drag, Locate-and-
Select), which were evaluated via two user studies respectively. From
objective and subjective measures in the first study, we conclude
that spherical display methods are preferred to the planar one by
offering more engagement and social interaction. Besides, spherical
sliding comments are more favored than static comments because
the sliding ones were more vivid, provide more audience opinions,
while creating less occlusion or distraction. As revealed by our sec-
ond study, the majority of participants preferred Select-and-Drag
to Locate-and-Select although the latter one is less time-consuming
and with less physical effort. The reason is that Select-and-Drag is
more accurate and intuitive, making participants more enjoyable and
satisfied with their operations. With these findings, we also discussed
the useful insights for technique design. In the future, we would like
to improve the visualization of bullet comments and investigate how
to write bullet comments for 360° video in VR applications.
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